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1. Timetable (LLP)

		WORKPLAN AND WORK PACKAGES																																																										Management												MNGT								M		Accompanying Measures

		Please ensure that the information you provide in this worksheet is consistent with Part F of your Application Form																																																										Dissemination												DISS								D		Multilateral Project

																																																												Exploitation												EXP								E		Network

				First select a type of action																										Maximum project duration																														Quality Plan												QPLN								Q

				Type of action:				Multilateral Project																						36								months																						Development												DEV								V

		WORK PACKAGE		TYPE		START		DURATION		MONTHS

										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36

		1		MNGT		1		36		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		M		0

		2		DISS		2		35		0		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		D		0

		3		EXP		7		30		0		0		0		0		0		0		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		E		0

		4		QPLN		3		34		0		0		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q		0

		5		DEV		3		5		0		0		V		V		V		V		V		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		6		DEV		6		5		0		0		0		0		0		V		V		V		V		V		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		7		DEV		10		5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		V		V		V		V		V		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		8		DEV		14		5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		V		V		V		V		V		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		9		DEV		17		5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		V		V		V		V		V		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		10		DEV		21		5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		V		V		V		V		V		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		11		DEV		25		5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		V		V		V		V		V		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		12		DEV		27		5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		V		V		V		V		V		0		0		0		0		0		0

		13								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		14								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		15								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		16								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		17								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		18								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		19								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		20								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		21								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		22								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				0																																																																								0		0		0

										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0
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2. Staff (LLP)

		ESTIMATED staff needs and costs by partner for LLP Countries

		All figures in Euro

		 								Staff by category

				Country		Overall total number of working days		Overall 
total staff costs		1. Manager						2. Researcher, teacher and / or trainer						3. Technical						4. Administrative

										Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category

				Total working days		4,619				655						3,150						230						584

				Total staff costs				783,967						115,416						593,980						23,000						51,571				783967

		P1		Ceska Republika - CZ		1,686		199,442		410		138		56,580		675		138		93,150		230		100		23,000		371		72		26,712		0		199442

		P2		United Kingdom - UK		538		202,291		55		412		22,660		440		389		171,160		0		273		0		43		197		8,471		0		202291

		P3		Latvija - LV		479		38,708		38		101		3,838		407		82		33,374		0		65		0		34		44		1,496		0		38708

		P4		Portugal - PT		479		74,688		38		182		6,916		407		160		65,120		0		118		0		34		78		2,652		0		74688

		P5		Polska - PL		479		50,563		38		130		4,940		407		107		43,549		0		83		0		34		61		2,074		0		50563

		P6		Slovensko -SK		479		58,384		38		151		5,738		407		122		49,654		0		108		0		34		88		2,992		0		58384

		P7		Nederland - NL		479		159,891		38		388		14,744		407		339		137,973		0		269		0		34		211		7,174		0		159891

		P8				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P9				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P10				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P11				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P12				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P13				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P14				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P15				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P16				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P17				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P18				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P19				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P20				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P21				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P22				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0
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3. Travel & subsistence (LLP)

				ESTIMATED travel and subsistence costs for LLP Country Partners (only for staff members taking part in the project)

				All figures in Euro

																0

				Purpose of the journey		Country of destination		Partner		Work
Package		Number 
of persons		Number 
of days		Daily subsistence 
cost per person		Average price 
return journey		Total costs

												a		b		c		d		a x [(b x c) + d]

												148		149		TOTAL travel & subsistence costs				105,936

		1		Participation in meetings organised by the Agency (2 meetings per year)		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		1		6		1		232		300		3,192		0

		2		Participation in kick-off seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P1		1		2		2		230		0		920		0

		3		Participation in kick-off seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P2		1		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		4		Participation in kick-off seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P3		1		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		5		Participation in kick-off seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P4		1		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		6		Participation in kick-off seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P5		1		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		7		Participation in kick-off seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P6		1		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		8		Participation in kick-off seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P7		1		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		9		Participation in closing seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P1		2		2		2		230		0		920		0

		10		Participation in closing seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P2		2		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		11		Participation in closing seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P3		2		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		12		Participation in closing seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P4		2		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		13		Participation in closing seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P5		2		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		14		Participation in closing seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P6		2		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		15		Participation in closing seminar		Ceska Republika - CZ		P7		2		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		16		Participation in EUA/ENQA conference		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		3		1		4		232		300		1,228		0

		17		Participation in EUA/ENQA conference		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P2		3		1		4		232		300		1,228		0

		18		Participation in thematic seminar WP5		Latvija - LV		P1		5		2		2		211		300		1,444		0

		19		Participation in thematic seminar WP5		Latvija - LV		P2		5		2		2		211		300		1,444		0

		20		Participation in thematic seminar WP5		Latvija - LV		P3		5		2		2		211		0		844		0

		21		Participation in thematic seminar WP5		Latvija - LV		P4		5		2		2		211		300		1,444		0

		22		Participation in thematic seminar WP5		Latvija - LV		P5		5		2		2		211		300		1,444		0

		23		Participation in thematic seminar WP5		Latvija - LV		P6		5		2		2		211		300		1,444		0

		24		Participation in thematic seminar WP5		Latvija - LV		P7		5		2		2		211		300		1,444		0

		25		Participation in thematic seminar WP6		United Kingdom - UK		P1		6		2		2		276		300		1,704		0

		26		Participation in thematic seminar WP6		United Kingdom - UK		P2		6		2		2		276		0		1,104		0

		27		Participation in thematic seminar WP6		United Kingdom - UK		P3		6		2		2		276		300		1,704		0

		28		Participation in thematic seminar WP6		United Kingdom - UK		P4		6		2		2		276		300		1,704		0

		29		Participation in thematic seminar WP6		United Kingdom - UK		P5		6		2		2		276		300		1,704		0

		30		Participation in thematic seminar WP6		United Kingdom - UK		P6		6		2		2		276		300		1,704		0

		31		Participation in thematic seminar WP6		United Kingdom - UK		P7		6		2		2		276		300		1,704		0

		32		Participation in thematic seminar WP7		Ceska Republika - CZ		P1		7		2		2		230		0		920		0

		33		Participation in thematic seminar WP7		Ceska Republika - CZ		P2		7		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		34		Participation in thematic seminar WP7		Ceska Republika - CZ		P3		7		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		35		Participation in thematic seminar WP7		Ceska Republika - CZ		P4		7		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		36		Participation in thematic seminar WP7		Ceska Republika - CZ		P5		7		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		37		Participation in thematic seminar WP7		Ceska Republika - CZ		P6		7		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		38		Participation in thematic seminar WP7		Ceska Republika - CZ		P7		7		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		39		Participation in thematic seminar WP8		Portugal - PT		P1		8		2		2		204		300		1,416		0

		40		Participation in thematic seminar WP8		Portugal - PT		P2		8		2		2		204		300		1,416		0

		41		Participation in thematic seminar WP8		Portugal - PT		P3		8		2		2		204		300		1,416		0

		42		Participation in thematic seminar WP8		Portugal - PT		P4		8		2		2		204		0		816		0

		43		Participation in thematic seminar WP8		Portugal - PT		P5		8		2		2		204		300		1,416		0

		44		Participation in thematic seminar WP8		Portugal - PT		P6		8		2		2		204		300		1,416		0

		45		Participation in thematic seminar WP8		Portugal - PT		P7		8		2		2		204		300		1,416		0

		46		Participation in thematic seminar WP9		Nederland - NL		P1		9		2		2		263		300		1,652		0

		47		Participation in thematic seminar WP9		Nederland - NL		P2		9		2		2		263		300		1,652		0

		48		Participation in thematic seminar WP9		Nederland - NL		P3		9		2		2		263		300		1,652		0

		49		Participation in thematic seminar WP9		Nederland - NL		P4		9		2		2		263		300		1,652		0

		50		Participation in thematic seminar WP9		Nederland - NL		P5		9		2		2		263		300		1,652		0

		51		Participation in thematic seminar WP9		Nederland - NL		P6		9		2		2		263		300		1,652		0

		52		Participation in thematic seminar WP9		Nederland - NL		P7		9		2		2		263		0		1,052		0

		53		Participation in thematic seminar WP10		Polska - PL		P1		10		2		2		217		300		1,468		0

		54		Participation in thematic seminar WP10		Polska - PL		P2		10		2		2		217		300		1,468		0

		55		Participation in thematic seminar WP10		Polska - PL		P3		10		2		2		217		300		1,468		0

		56		Participation in thematic seminar WP10		Polska - PL		P4		10		2		2		217		300		1,468		0

		57		Participation in thematic seminar WP10		Polska - PL		P5		10		2		2		217		0		868		0

		58		Participation in thematic seminar WP10		Polska - PL		P6		10		2		2		217		300		1,468		0

		59		Participation in thematic seminar WP10		Polska - PL		P7		10		2		2		217		300		1,468		0

		60		Participation in thematic seminar WP11		Slovensko -SK		P1		11		2		2		205		300		1,420		0

		61		Participation in thematic seminar WP11		Slovensko -SK		P2		11		2		2		205		300		1,420		0

		62		Participation in thematic seminar WP11		Slovensko -SK		P3		11		2		2		205		300		1,420		0

		63		Participation in thematic seminar WP11		Slovensko -SK		P4		11		2		2		205		300		1,420		0

		64		Participation in thematic seminar WP11		Slovensko -SK		P5		11		2		2		205		300		1,420		0

		65		Participation in thematic seminar WP11		Slovensko -SK		P6		11		2		2		205		0		820		0

		66		Participation in thematic seminar WP11		Slovensko -SK		P7		11		2		2		205		300		1,420		0

		67		Participation in thematic seminar WP12		Ceska Republika - CZ		P1		12		2		2		230		0		920		0

		68		Participation in thematic seminar WP12		Ceska Republika - CZ		P2		12		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		69		Participation in thematic seminar WP12		Ceska Republika - CZ		P3		12		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		70		Participation in thematic seminar WP12		Ceska Republika - CZ		P4		12		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		71		Participation in thematic seminar WP12		Ceska Republika - CZ		P5		12		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		72		Participation in thematic seminar WP12		Ceska Republika - CZ		P6		12		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		73		Participation in thematic seminar WP12		Ceska Republika - CZ		P7		12		2		2		230		300		1,520		0

		74																		0		0

		75																		0		0

		76																		0		0

		77																		0		0

		78																		0		0

		79																		0		0

		80																		0		0

		81																		0		0

		82																		0		0

		83																		0		0

		84																		0		0

		85																		0		0

		86																		0		0

		87																		0		0

		88																		0		0

		89																		0		0

		90																		0		0

		91																		0		0

		92																		0		0

		93																		0		0

		94																		0		0

		95																		0		0

		96																		0		0

		97																		0		0

		98																		0		0

		99																		0		0

		100																		0		0

		101																		0		0

		102																		0		0

		103																		0		0

		104																		0		0

		105																		0		0

		106																		0		0

		107																		0		0

		108																		0		0

		109																		0		0

		110																		0		0

		111																		0		0

		112																		0		0

		113																		0		0

		114																		0		0

		115																		0		0

		116																		0		0

		117																		0		0

		118																		0		0

		119																		0		0

		120																		0		0

		121																		0		0

		122																		0		0

		123																		0		0

		124																		0		0

		125																		0		0

		126																		0		0

		127																		0		0

		128																		0		0

		129																		0		0

		130																		0		0

		131																		0		0

		132																		0		0

		133																		0		0

		134																		0		0

		135																		0		0

		136																		0		0

		137																		0		0

		138																		0		0

		139																		0		0

		140																		0		0

		141																		0		0

		142																		0		0

		143																		0		0

		144																		0		0

		145																		0		0

		146																		0		0

		147																		0		0

		148																		0		0

		149																		0		0

		150																		0		0

		151																		0		0

		152																		0		0

		153																		0		0

		154																		0		0

		155																		0		0

		156																		0		0

		157																		0		0

		158																		0		0

		159																		0		0

		160																		0		0

		161																		0		0

		162																		0		0

		163																		0		0

		164																		0		0

		165																		0		0

		166																		0		0

		167																		0		0

		168																		0		0

		169																		0		0

		170																		0		0

		171																		0		0

		172																		0		0

		173																		0		0

		174																		0		0

		175																		0		0

		176																		0		0

		177																		0		0

		178																		0		0

		179																		0		0

		180																		0		0

		181																		0		0

		182																		0		0

		183																		0		0

		184																		0		0

		185																		0		0

		186																		0		0

		187																		0		0

		188																		0		0

		189																		0		0

		190																		0		0

		191																		0		0

		192																		0		0

		193																		0		0

		194																		0		0

		195																		0		0

		196																		0		0

		197																		0		0

		198																		0		0

		199																		0		0

		200																		0		0

		201																		0		0

		202																		0		0

		203																		0		0

		204																		0		0

		205																		0		0

		206																		0		0

		207																		0		0

		208																		0		0

		209																		0		0

		210																		0		0

		211																		0		0

		212																		0		0

		213																		0		0

		214																		0		0

		215																		0		0

		216																		0		0

		217																		0		0

		218																		0		0

		219																		0		0

		220																		0		0

		221																		0		0

		222																		0		0

		223																		0		0

		224																		0		0

		225																		0		0

		226																		0		0

		227																		0		0

		228																		0		0

		229																		0		0

		230																		0		0

		231																		0		0

		232																		0		0

		233																		0		0

		234																		0		0

		235																		0		0

		236																		0		0

		237																		0		0

		238																		0		0

		239																		0		0

		240																		0		0

		241																		0		0

		242																		0		0

		243																		0		0

		244																		0		0

		245																		0		0

		246																		0		0

		247																		0		0

		248																		0		0

		249																		0		0

		250																		0		0

		251																		0		0

		252																		0		0

		253																		0		0

		254																		0		0

		255																		0		0

		256																		0		0

		257																		0		0

		258																		0		0

		259																		0		0

		260																		0		0

		261																		0		0

		262																		0		0

		263																		0		0

		264																		0		0

		265																		0		0

		266																		0		0

		267																		0		0

		268																		0		0

		269																		0		0

		270																		0		0

		271																		0		0

		272																		0		0

		273																		0		0

		274																		0		0

		275																		0		0

		276																		0		0

		277																		0		0

		278																		0		0

		279																		0		0

		280																		0		0

		281																		0		0

		282																		0		0

		283																		0		0

		284																		0		0

		285																		0		0

		286																		0		0

		287																		0		0

		288																		0		0

		289																		0		0

		290																		0		0

		291																		0		0

		292																		0		0

		293																		0		0

		294																		0		0

		295																		0		0

		296																		0		0

		297																		0		0

		298																		0		0

		299																		0		0

		300																		0		0

		301																		0		0

		302																		0		0

		303																		0		0

		304																		0		0

		305																		0		0

		306																		0		0

		307																		0		0

		308																		0		0

		309																		0		0

		310																		0		0

		311																		0		0

		312																		0		0

		313																		0		0

		314																		0		0

		315																		0		0

		316																		0		0

		317																		0		0

		318																		0		0

		319																		0		0

		320																		0		0

		321																		0		0

		322																		0		0

		323																		0		0

		324																		0		0

		325																		0		0

		326																		0		0

		327																		0		0

		328																		0		0

		329																		0		0

		330																		0		0

		331																		0		0

		332																		0		0

		333																		0		0

		334																		0		0

		335																		0		0

		336																		0		0

		337																		0		0

		338																		0		0

		339																		0		0

		340																		0		0

		341																		0		0

		342																		0		0

		343																		0		0

		344																		0		0

		345																		0		0

		346																		0		0

		347																		0		0

		348																		0		0

		349																		0		0

		350																		0		0

		351																		0		0

		352																		0		0

		353																		0		0

		354																		0		0

		355																		0		0

		356																		0		0

		357																		0		0

		358																		0		0

		359																		0		0

		360																		0		0

		361																		0		0

		362																		0		0

		363																		0		0

		364																		0		0

		365																		0		0

		366																		0		0

		367																		0		0

		368																		0		0

		369																		0		0

		370																		0		0

		371																		0		0

		372																		0		0

		373																		0		0

		374																		0		0

		375																		0		0

		376																		0		0

		377																		0		0

		378																		0		0

		379																		0		0

		380																		0		0

		381																		0		0

		382																		0		0

		383																		0		0

		384																		0		0

		385																		0		0

		386																		0		0

		387																		0		0

		388																		0		0

		389																		0		0

		390																		0		0

		391																		0		0

		392																		0		0

		393																		0		0

		394																		0		0

		395																		0		0

		396																		0		0

		397																		0		0

		398																		0		0

		399																		0		0

		400																		0		0

		401																		0		0

		402																		0		0

		403																		0		0

		404																		0		0

		405																		0		0

		406																		0		0

		407																		0		0

		408																		0		0

		409																		0		0

		410																		0		0

		411																		0		0

		412																		0		0

		413																		0		0

		414																		0		0

		415																		0		0

		416																		0		0

		417																		0		0

		418																		0		0

		419																		0		0

		420																		0		0

		421																		0		0

		422																		0		0

		423																		0		0

		424																		0		0

		425																		0		0

		426																		0		0

		427																		0		0

		428																		0		0

		429																		0		0

		430																		0		0

		431																		0		0

		432																		0		0

		433																		0		0

		434																		0		0

		435																		0		0

		436																		0		0

		437																		0		0

		438																		0		0

		439																		0		0

		440																		0		0

		441																		0		0

		442																		0		0

		443																		0		0

		444																		0		0

		445																		0		0

		446																		0		0

		447																		0		0

		448																		0		0

		449																		0		0

		450																		0		0

		451																		0		0

		452																		0		0

		453																		0		0

		454																		0		0

		455																		0		0

		456																		0		0

		457																		0		0

		458																		0		0

		459																		0		0

		460																		0		0

		461																		0		0

		462																		0		0

		463																		0		0

		464																		0		0

		465																		0		0

		466																		0		0

		467																		0		0

		468																		0		0

		469																		0		0

		470																		0		0

		471																		0		0

		472																		0		0

		473																		0		0

		474																		0		0

		475																		0		0

		476																		0		0

		477																		0		0

		478																		0		0

		479																		0		0

		480																		0		0

		481																		0		0

		482																		0		0

		483																		0		0

		484																		0		0

		485																		0		0

		486																		0		0

		487																		0		0

		488																		0		0

		489																		0		0

		490																		0		0

		491																		0		0

		492																		0		0

		493																		0		0

		494																		0		0

		495																		0		0

		496																		0		0

		497																		0		0

		498																		0		0

		499																		0		0

		500																		0		0
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4. Equipment (LLP)

				ESTIMATED equipment costs for LLP Country Partners																ERROR

				All figures in Euro

																0

				Description		Justification		Partner		Work
Package		Number of 
items		Unit Cost		Usage rate
%		Depreciation rate
%		Total costs

												a		b		c		d		a x b x c x d

																Total equipment costs				0

		1																		0

		2																		0

		3																		0

		4																		0

		5																		0

		6																		0

		7																		0

		8																		0

		9																		0

		10																		0

		11																		0

		12																		0

		13																		0

		14																		0

		15																		0

		16																		0

		17																		0

		18																		0

		19																		0

		20																		0

		21																		0

		22																		0

		23																		0

		24																		0

		25																		0

		26																		0

		27																		0

		28																		0

		29																		0

		30																		0
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5. Subcontracting (LLP)

		ESTIMATED subcontracting costs for LLP Country Partners

		All figures in Euro

				Task description		Partner		Work Package		Total costs

						Total subcontracting costs				0

		Subcontract 1										0		0

		Subcontract 2										0		0

		Subcontract 3										0		0

		Subcontract 4										0		0

		Subcontract 5										0		0

		Subcontract 6										0		0

		Subcontract 7										0		0

		Subcontract 8										0		0

		Subcontract 9										0		0

		Subcontract 10										0		0

		Subcontract 11										0		0

		Subcontract 12										0		0

		Subcontract 13										0		0

		Subcontract 14										0		0

		Subcontract 15										0		0

		Subcontract 16										0		0

		Subcontract 17										0		0

		Subcontract 18										0		0

		Subcontract 19										0		0

		Subcontract 20										0		0

		Subcontract 21										0		0

		Subcontract 22										0		0

		Subcontract 23										0		0

		Subcontract 24										0		0

		Subcontract 25										0		0

		Subcontract 26										0		0

		Subcontract 27										0		0

		Subcontract 28										0		0

		Subcontract 29										0		0

		Subcontract 30										0		0
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6. Other (LLP)

		ESTIMATED other costs for LLP Country Partners

		All figures in Euro

				Description		Partner		Work Package		Amount

						Total other costs				36,340

		1		Expenditures on kick-off seminar		P1		1		800		800		0

		2		Expenditures on closing seminar (room, …, non partners participatns		P1		2		8,600		8,600		0

		3		Printing of the book		P1		3		8,000		8,000		0

		4		Peer review (2 persons, 2 day visit, 7 days of work)		P1		4		12,540		12,540		0

		5		Expenditures on thematic seminar		P3		5		800		800		0

		6		Expenditures on thematic seminar		P2		6		800		800		0

		7		Expenditures on thematic seminar		P1		7		800		800		0

		8		Expenditures on thematic seminar		P4		8		800		800		0

		9		Expenditures on thematic seminar		P7		9		800		800		0

		10		Expenditures on thematic seminar		P5		10		800		800		0

		11		Expenditures on thematic seminar		P6		11		800		800		0

		12		Expenditures on thematic seminar		P1		12		800		800		0

		13										0		0

		14										0		0

		15										0		0

		16										0		0

		17										0		0

		18										0		0

		19										0		0

		20										0		0

		21										0		0

		22										0		0

		23										0		0

		24										0		0

		25										0		0

		26										0		0

		27										0		0

		28										0		0

		29										0		0

		30										0		0
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7. Expenditure & revenue (LLP)

		ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES and REVENUE by type of costs for LLP Country Partners																		Project Acronym:				IBAR								Number of months:		36						1

		All figures in Euro																		LLP Action:				Key Activity 1 Studies and Comparative Research														750000		2

				0																																		743,108		3

				Costs																				Financing																4

				Direct costs														Indirect costs		Total project
expenditures				Community grant requested from LLP				Partner's 
own 
funding		Other sources				Total project revenues						5

				A. Staff 
costs		B. Operations										Total direct costs
(A + B)		Total project
indirect costs 
(up to 7%)																						6

						1. Travel
 and subsistence		2. 
Equipment
(up to 10%)		3. Subcontracting
(up to 30%)		4. Other		B.Total
operational
costs						Total		%		Grant total (up to 75%)		%				Amount		Specification								7

		%		84.64%		11.44%		0.00%		0.00%		3.92%		15.36%				6.97%						75.00%				25.00%		0.00%				100%						8

		Total		783,967		105,936		0		0		36,340		142,276		926,243		64,570		990,813				743,108				247,705		0				990,813						9

		P1		199,442		17,204		0		0		31,540		48,744		248,186		17,140		265,326		26.78%		198,994		75.00%		66,332						265,326						10

		P2		202,291		15,812		0		0		800		16,612		218,903		15,320		234,223		23.64%		175,667		75.00%		58,556						234,223						11

		P3		38,708		14,584		0		0		800		15,384		54,092		3,780		57,872		5.84%		43,404		75.00%		14,468						57,872						12

		P4		74,688		14,584		0		0		800		15,384		90,072		6,300		96,372		9.73%		72,279		75.00%		24,093						96,372						13

		P5		50,563		14,584		0		0		800		15,384		65,947		4,610		70,557		7.12%		52,917		75.00%		17,640						70,557						14

		P6		58,384		14,584		0		0		800		15,384		73,768		5,160		78,928		7.97%		59,196		75.00%		19,732						78,928						15

		P7		159,891		14,584		0		0		800		15,384		175,275		12,260		187,535		18.93%		140,651		75.00%		46,884						187,535						16

		P8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						17

		P9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						18

		P10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						19

		P11		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						20

		P12		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						21

		P13		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						22

		P14		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						23

		P15		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						24

		P16		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						25

		P17		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						26

		P18		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						27

		P19		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						28

		P20		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						29

		P21		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						30

		P22		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						31

		0																																						32

																																								33

																																								34

																																								35

																																								36
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8. Staff (Third)

		ESTIMATED staff needs and costs by partner for Third Countries

		All figures in Euro

		 								Staff by category

				Country		Overall total number of working days		Overall 
total staff costs		1. Manager						2. Researcher, teacher and / or trainer						3. Technical						4. Administrative

										Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category

				Total working days		0				0						0						0						0

				Total staff costs				0						0						0						0						0				0

		P1TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P2TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P3TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P4TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P5TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P6TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P7TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P8TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P9TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P10TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P11TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P12TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P13TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P14TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P15TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P16TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P17TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P18TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P19TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P20TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P21TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0

		P22TC				0		0						0						0						0						0		0		0
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9. Travel & subsistence (Third)

		ESTIMATED travel and subsistence costs (only for staff members of Third Country Partners taking part in the project)

				All figures in Euro

																0

				Purpose of the journey		Country of destination		Partner		Work
Package		Number 
of persons		Number 
of days		Daily subsistence 
cost per person		Average price 
return journey		Total costs

												a		b		c		d		a x [(b x c) + d]

												0		0		TOTAL travel & subsistence costs				0

		1																		0		0

		2																		0		0

		3																		0		0

		4																		0		0

		5																		0		0

		6																		0		0

		7																		0		0

		8																		0		0

		9																		0		0

		10																		0		0

		11																		0		0

		12																		0		0

		13																		0		0

		14																		0		0

		15																		0		0

		16																		0		0

		17																		0		0

		18																		0		0

		19																		0		0

		20																		0		0

		21																		0		0

		22																		0		0

		23																		0		0

		24																		0		0

		25																		0		0

		26																		0		0

		27																		0		0

		28																		0		0

		29																		0		0

		30																		0		0

		31																		0		0

		32																		0		0

		33																		0		0

		34																		0		0

		35																		0		0

		36																		0		0

		37																		0		0

		38																		0		0

		39																		0		0

		40																		0		0

		41																		0		0

		42																		0		0

		43																		0		0

		44																		0		0

		45																		0		0

		46																		0		0

		47																		0		0

		48																		0		0

		49																		0		0

		50																		0		0

		51																		0		0

		52																		0		0

		53																		0		0

		54																		0		0

		55																		0		0

		56																		0		0

		57																		0		0

		58																		0		0

		59																		0		0

		60																		0		0

		61																		0		0

		62																		0		0

		63																		0		0

		64																		0		0

		65																		0		0

		66																		0		0

		67																		0		0

		68																		0		0

		69																		0		0

		70																		0		0

		71																		0		0

		72																		0		0

		73																		0		0

		74																		0		0

		75																		0		0

		76																		0		0

		77																		0		0

		78																		0		0

		79																		0		0

		80																		0		0

		81																		0		0

		82																		0		0

		83																		0		0

		84																		0		0

		85																		0		0

		86																		0		0

		87																		0		0

		88																		0		0

		89																		0		0

		90																		0		0

		91																		0		0

		92																		0		0

		93																		0		0

		94																		0		0

		95																		0		0

		96																		0		0

		97																		0		0

		98																		0		0

		99																		0		0

		100																		0		0

		101																		0		0

		102																		0		0

		103																		0		0

		104																		0		0

		105																		0		0

		106																		0		0

		107																		0		0

		108																		0		0

		109																		0		0

		110																		0		0

		111																		0		0

		112																		0		0

		113																		0		0

		114																		0		0

		115																		0		0

		116																		0		0

		117																		0		0

		118																		0		0

		119																		0		0

		120																		0		0

		121																		0		0

		122																		0		0

		123																		0		0

		124																		0		0

		125																		0		0

		126																		0		0

		127																		0		0

		128																		0		0

		129																		0		0

		130																		0		0

		131																		0		0

		132																		0		0

		133																		0		0

		134																		0		0

		135																		0		0

		136																		0		0

		137																		0		0

		138																		0		0

		139																		0		0

		140																		0		0

		141																		0		0

		142																		0		0

		143																		0		0

		144																		0		0

		145																		0		0

		146																		0		0

		147																		0		0

		148																		0		0

		149																		0		0

		150																		0		0

		151																		0		0

		152																		0		0

		153																		0		0

		154																		0		0

		155																		0		0

		156																		0		0

		157																		0		0

		158																		0		0

		159																		0		0

		160																		0		0

		161																		0		0

		162																		0		0

		163																		0		0

		164																		0		0

		165																		0		0

		166																		0		0

		167																		0		0

		168																		0		0

		169																		0		0

		170																		0		0

		171																		0		0

		172																		0		0

		173																		0		0

		174																		0		0

		175																		0		0

		176																		0		0

		177																		0		0

		178																		0		0

		179																		0		0

		180																		0		0

		181																		0		0

		182																		0		0

		183																		0		0

		184																		0		0

		185																		0		0

		186																		0		0

		187																		0		0

		188																		0		0

		189																		0		0

		190																		0		0

		191																		0		0

		192																		0		0

		193																		0		0

		194																		0		0

		195																		0		0

		196																		0		0

		197																		0		0

		198																		0		0

		199																		0		0

		200																		0		0

		201																		0		0

		202																		0		0

		203																		0		0

		204																		0		0

		205																		0		0

		206																		0		0

		207																		0		0

		208																		0		0

		209																		0		0

		210																		0		0

		211																		0		0

		212																		0		0

		213																		0		0

		214																		0		0

		215																		0		0

		216																		0		0

		217																		0		0

		218																		0		0

		219																		0		0

		220																		0		0

		221																		0		0

		222																		0		0

		223																		0		0

		224																		0		0

		225																		0		0

		226																		0		0

		227																		0		0

		228																		0		0

		229																		0		0

		230																		0		0

		231																		0		0

		232																		0		0

		233																		0		0

		234																		0		0

		235																		0		0

		236																		0		0

		237																		0		0

		238																		0		0

		239																		0		0

		240																		0		0

		241																		0		0

		242																		0		0

		243																		0		0

		244																		0		0

		245																		0		0

		246																		0		0

		247																		0		0

		248																		0		0

		249																		0		0

		250																		0		0

		251																		0		0

		252																		0		0

		253																		0		0

		254																		0		0

		255																		0		0

		256																		0		0

		257																		0		0

		258																		0		0

		259																		0		0

		260																		0		0

		261																		0		0

		262																		0		0

		263																		0		0

		264																		0		0

		265																		0		0

		266																		0		0

		267																		0		0

		268																		0		0

		269																		0		0

		270																		0		0

		271																		0		0

		272																		0		0

		273																		0		0

		274																		0		0

		275																		0		0

		276																		0		0

		277																		0		0

		278																		0		0

		279																		0		0

		280																		0		0

		281																		0		0

		282																		0		0

		283																		0		0

		284																		0		0

		285																		0		0

		286																		0		0

		287																		0		0

		288																		0		0

		289																		0		0

		290																		0		0

		291																		0		0

		292																		0		0

		293																		0		0

		294																		0		0

		295																		0		0

		296																		0		0

		297																		0		0

		298																		0		0

		299																		0		0

		300																		0		0

		301																		0		0

		302																		0		0

		303																		0		0

		304																		0		0

		305																		0		0

		306																		0		0

		307																		0		0

		308																		0		0

		309																		0		0

		310																		0		0

		311																		0		0

		312																		0		0

		313																		0		0

		314																		0		0

		315																		0		0

		316																		0		0

		317																		0		0

		318																		0		0

		319																		0		0

		320																		0		0

		321																		0		0

		322																		0		0

		323																		0		0

		324																		0		0

		325																		0		0

		326																		0		0

		327																		0		0

		328																		0		0

		329																		0		0

		330																		0		0

		331																		0		0

		332																		0		0

		333																		0		0

		334																		0		0

		335																		0		0

		336																		0		0

		337																		0		0

		338																		0		0

		339																		0		0

		340																		0		0

		341																		0		0

		342																		0		0

		343																		0		0

		344																		0		0

		345																		0		0

		346																		0		0

		347																		0		0

		348																		0		0

		349																		0		0

		350																		0		0

		351																		0		0

		352																		0		0

		353																		0		0

		354																		0		0

		355																		0		0

		356																		0		0

		357																		0		0

		358																		0		0

		359																		0		0

		360																		0		0

		361																		0		0

		362																		0		0

		363																		0		0

		364																		0		0

		365																		0		0

		366																		0		0

		367																		0		0

		368																		0		0

		369																		0		0

		370																		0		0

		371																		0		0

		372																		0		0

		373																		0		0

		374																		0		0

		375																		0		0

		376																		0		0

		377																		0		0

		378																		0		0

		379																		0		0

		380																		0		0

		381																		0		0

		382																		0		0

		383																		0		0

		384																		0		0

		385																		0		0

		386																		0		0

		387																		0		0

		388																		0		0

		389																		0		0

		390																		0		0

		391																		0		0

		392																		0		0

		393																		0		0

		394																		0		0

		395																		0		0

		396																		0		0

		397																		0		0

		398																		0		0

		399																		0		0

		400																		0		0

		401																		0		0

		402																		0		0

		403																		0		0

		404																		0		0

		405																		0		0

		406																		0		0

		407																		0		0

		408																		0		0

		409																		0		0

		410																		0		0

		411																		0		0

		412																		0		0

		413																		0		0

		414																		0		0

		415																		0		0

		416																		0		0

		417																		0		0

		418																		0		0

		419																		0		0

		420																		0		0

		421																		0		0

		422																		0		0

		423																		0		0

		424																		0		0

		425																		0		0

		426																		0		0

		427																		0		0

		428																		0		0

		429																		0		0

		430																		0		0

		431																		0		0

		432																		0		0

		433																		0		0

		434																		0		0

		435																		0		0

		436																		0		0

		437																		0		0

		438																		0		0

		439																		0		0

		440																		0		0

		441																		0		0

		442																		0		0

		443																		0		0

		444																		0		0

		445																		0		0

		446																		0		0

		447																		0		0

		448																		0		0

		449																		0		0

		450																		0		0

		451																		0		0

		452																		0		0

		453																		0		0

		454																		0		0

		455																		0		0

		456																		0		0

		457																		0		0

		458																		0		0

		459																		0		0

		460																		0		0

		461																		0		0

		462																		0		0

		463																		0		0

		464																		0		0

		465																		0		0

		466																		0		0

		467																		0		0

		468																		0		0

		469																		0		0

		470																		0		0

		471																		0		0

		472																		0		0

		473																		0		0

		474																		0		0

		475																		0		0

		476																		0		0

		477																		0		0

		478																		0		0

		479																		0		0

		480																		0		0

		481																		0		0

		482																		0		0

		483																		0		0

		484																		0		0

		485																		0		0

		486																		0		0

		487																		0		0

		488																		0		0

		489																		0		0

		490																		0		0

		491																		0		0

		492																		0		0

		493																		0		0

		494																		0		0

		495																		0		0

		496																		0		0

		497																		0		0

		498																		0		0

		499																		0		0

		500																		0		0
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10. Other (Third)

		ESTIMATED other costs for Third Country Partners

		All figures in Euro

				Description		Partner		Work Package		Amount

						Total other costs:				0

		1										0		0

		2										0		0

		3										0		0

		4										0		0

		5										0		0

		6										0		0

		7										0		0

		8										0		0

		9										0		0

		10										0		0

		11										0		0

		12										0		0

		13										0		0

		14										0		0

		15										0		0

		16										0		0

		17										0		0

		18										0		0

		19										0		0

		20										0		0

		21										0		0

		22										0		0

		23										0		0

		24										0		0

		25										0		0

		26										0		0

		27										0		0

		28										0		0

		29										0		0

		30										0		0
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11.Expenditure & revenue(Third)

		ESTIMATED EXPEND. and REVENUE for Third Country Partners														Project Acronym:												Number of months:

		All figures in Euro														LLP Action:

				0

				Costs																Financing

				Direct costs										Indirect costs		Total project
expenditures				Community grant requested from LLP				Partner's 
own 
funding		Other sources				Total project revenues

				A. Staff 
costs		B. Operations						Total direct costs
(A + B)		Total project
indirect costs 
(up to 7%)

						1. Travel
 and subsistence		2. Other		B.Total
operational
costs						Total		%		Grant total (up to 75% and  max. 25.000)		%				Amount		Specification

		%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%						0.00%				0.00%		0.00%				100%

		Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				0		0				0

		P1TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P2TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P3TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P4TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P5TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P6TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P7TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P8TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P9TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P10TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P11TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P12TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P13TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P14TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P15TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P16TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P17TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P18TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P19TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P20TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P21TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P22TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

				0
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12. Consolidated budget 

				Consolidated budget (LLP Countries + Third Countries): summary per type of costs

						LLP Countries		Third Countries		Consolidated figures

		Expenditure		Staff costs		783,967		0		783,967

				Travel & subsistence costs		105,936		0		105,936

				Equipment costs		0				0

				Subcontracting costs		0				0

				Other costs		36,340		0		36,340

				Indirect costs		64,570		0		64,570

				Total costs		990,813		0		990,813

		Revenue		Community grant		743,108		0		743,108

				Percentage of funding		75.00%		0.00%		75.00%

				Partners' own contribution		247,705		0		247,705

				Other sources		0		0		0

				Total financing		990,813		0		990,813
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13. Ceilings

				All figures in Euro (Call 2010)

				Country				STAFF 
costs ceilings								SUBSISTENCE 
ceilings

				Description		Country 
Code		Manager		Researcher
Teacher
Trainer		Technical		Administrative		Daily rate

		LLP Countries		Belgique/Belgie - BE		BE		380		325		263		205		232

				Bulgaria- BG		BG		84		75		58		39		227

				Ceska Republika - CZ		CZ		138		138		100		72		230

				Danmark - DK		DK		497		425		346		271		270

				Deutschland - DE		DE		356		309		248		191		208

				Eesti - EE		EE		102		94		66		46		181

				Ellas - EL		EL		280		239		196		152		222

				Espana -ES		ES		287		258		198		139		212

				France - FR		FR		423		358		234		179		245

				Ireland - IE		IE		386		336		280		205		254

				Italia - IT		IT		568		332		225		187		230

				Kypros - CY		CY		335		294		182		124		238

				Latvija - LV		LV		101		82		65		44		211

				Lithuania - LT		LT		90		77		59		41		183

				Luxembourg - LU		LU		508		436		353		275		237

				Magyarorszag - HU		HU		123		108		81		46		222

				Malta - MT		MT		136		123		96		68		205

				Nederland - NL		NL		388		339		269		211		263

				Oesterreich - AT		AT		420		324		241		199		225

				Polska - PL		PL		130		107		83		61		217

				Portugal - PT		PT		182		160		118		78		204

				Rumania- RO		RO		155		119		93		59		222

				Slovenija -SI		SI		252		227		183		115		180

				Slovensko -SK		SK		151		122		108		88		205

				Suomi - FI		FI		374		268		221		185		244

				Sverige - SE		SE		443		379		312		240		257

				United Kingdom - UK		GB		412		389		273		197		276

				Island - IS		IS		460		419		361		232		245

				Liechtenstein - LI		LI		414		339		263		208		175

				Norge - NO		NO		529		459		375		283		220

				Turkey - TR		TR		176		112		74		47		220

		Overseas Countries and Territories		AN Bonaire		AN		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				AN Curaçao		AN		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				AN Saba		AN		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				AN Saint Eustatius		AN		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				AN Saint Martin		AN		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				Anguilla		AI		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Aruba		AW		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				British Indian Ocean Territory		IO		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Cayman Islands		KY		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Falkland Islands (Malvinas)		FK		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				French Polynesia		PF		423		358		234		179		245		FR

				French Southern and Antartic Territories		TF		423		358		234		179		245		FR

				Greenland		GL		497		425		346		271		270		DK

				Mayotte		YT		423		358		234		179		245		FR

				Montserrat		MS		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Netherlands Antilles		AN		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				New Caledonia		NC		423		358		234		179		245		FR

				Pitcairn		PN		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Saint Helena, Ascension Island, Tristan da Cunha		SH		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				British Antartic Territories		BAT		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Saint Pierre And Miquelon		PM		423		358		234		179		245		FR

				South Georgia And The South Sandwich Islands		GS		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Turks And Caicos Islands		TC		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Virgin Islands, British		VG		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Wallis And Futuna		WF		423		358		234		179		245		FR

				Afghanistan		AF		450		300		250		125		198

				Albania		AL		450		300		250		125		230

		Third		Algeria		DZ		450		300		250		125		282

		Countries		American Samoa		AS		450		300		250		125		92

				Angola		AO		450		300		250		125		285

				Antigua And Barbuda		AG		450		300		250		125		211

				Argentina		AR		450		300		250		125		225

				Armenia		AM		450		300		250		125		124

				Australia		AU		450		300		250		125		195

				Azerbaijan		AZ		450		300		250		125		292

				Bahamas		BS		450		300		250		125		195

				Bahrain		BH		450		300		250		125		212

				Bangladesh		BD		450		300		250		125		192

				Barbados		BB		450		300		250		125		160

				Belarus		BY		450		300		250		125		138

				Belize		BZ		450		300		250		125		206

				Benin		BJ		450		300		250		125		186

				Bhutan		BT		450		300		250		125		81

				Bolivia, Plurinational State Of		BO		450		300		250		125		104

				Bosnia And Herzegovina		BA		450		300		250		125		124

				Botswana		BW		450		300		250		125		148

				Brazil		BR		450		300		250		125		147

				Brunei Darussalam		BN		450		300		250		125		136

				Burkina Faso		BF		450		300		250		125		160

				Burundi		BI		450		300		250		125		149

				Cambodia		KH		450		300		250		125		97

				Cameroon		CM		450		300		250		125		203

				Canada		CA		450		300		250		125		204

				Cape Verde		CV		450		300		250		125		194

				Central African Republic		CF		450		300		250		125		115

				Chad		TD		450		300		250		125		256

				Chile		CL		450		300		250		125		164

				China		CN		450		300		250		125		172

				Colombia		CO		450		300		250		125		171

		Third		Comoros		KM		450		300		250		125		114

		Countries		Congo		CG		450		300		250		125		220

				Congo, The Democratic Republic Of The		CD		450		300		250		125		257

				Cook Islands		CK		450		300		250		125		196

				Costa Rica		CR		450		300		250		125		164

				Côte D'ivoire		CI		450		300		250		125		248

				Croatia		HR		450		300		250		125		235

				Cuba		CU		450		300		250		125		139

				Djibouti		DJ		450		300		250		125		184

				Dominica		DM		450		300		250		125		156

				Dominican Republic		DO		450		300		250		125		145

				Ecuador		EC		450		300		250		125		141

				Egypt		EG		450		300		250		125		181

				El Salvador		SV		450		300		250		125		151

				Equatorial Guinea		GQ		450		300		250		125		209

				Eritrea		ER		450		300		250		125		140

				Ethiopia		ET		450		300		250		125		241

				Fiji		FJ		450		300		250		125		128

				Gabon		GA		450		300		250		125		203

				Gambia		GM		450		300		250		125		159

				Georgia		GE		450		300		250		125		264

				Ghana		GH		450		300		250		125		181

				Grenada		GD		450		300		250		125		218

				Guam		GU		450		300		250		125		224

				Guatemala		GT		450		300		250		125		142

				Guinea		GN		450		300		250		125		168

				Guinea-Bissau		GW		450		300		250		125		186

				Guyana		GY		450		300		250		125		146

				Haiti		HT		450		300		250		125		185

				Honduras		HN		450		300		250		125		134

				Hong Kong		HK		450		300		250		125		280

				India		IN		450		300		250		125		228

		Third		Indonesia		ID		450		300		250		125		103

		Countries		Iran, Islamic Republic Of		IR		450		300		250		125		156

				Iraq		IQ		450		300		250		125		269

				Israel		IL		450		300		250		125		289

				Jamaica		JM		450		300		250		125		139

				Japan		JP		450		300		250		125		247

				Jordan		JO		450		300		250		125		217

				Kazakhstan		KZ		450		300		250		125		262

				Kenya		KE		450		300		250		125		182

				Kiribati		KI		450		300		250		125		166

				Korea, Democratic People's Republic Of		KP		450		300		250		125		134

				Korea, Republic Of		KR		450		300		250		125		188

				Kuwait		KW		450		300		250		125		220

				Kyrgyzstan		KG		450		300		250		125		275

				Lao People's Democratic Republic		LA		450		300		250		125		124

				Lebanon		LB		450		300		250		125		231

				Lesotho		LS		450		300		250		125		98

				Liberia		LR		450		300		250		125		165

				Libyan Arab Jamahiriya		LY		450		300		250		125		149

				Macao		MO		450		300		250		125		166

				Macedonia, The Former Yugoslav Republic Of		MK		450		300		250		125		169

				Madagascar		MG		450		300		250		125		179

				Malawi		MW		450		300		250		125		144

				Malaysia		MY		450		300		250		125		134

				Maldives		MV		450		300		250		125		112

				Mali		ML		450		300		250		125		241

				Marshall Islands		MH		450		300		250		125		144

				Mauritania		MR		450		300		250		125		159

				Mauritius		MU		450		300		250		125		155

				Mexico		MX		450		300		250		125		220

				Micronesia, Federated States Of		FM		450		300		250		125		161

				Moldova, Republic Of		MD		450		300		250		125		150

				Monaco		MC		450		300		250		125		250

				Mongolia		MN		450		300		250		125		111

				Montenegro		ME		450		300		250		125		186

		Third		Morocco		MA		450		300		250		125		147

		Countries		Mozambique		MZ		450		300		250		125		125

				Myanmar		MM		450		300		250		125		64

				Namibia		NA		450		300		250		125		105

				Nauru		NR		450		300		250		125		124

				Nepal		NP		450		300		250		125		101

				New Zealand		NZ		450		300		250		125		173

				Nicaragua		NI		450		300		250		125		115

				Niger		NE		450		300		250		125		176

				Nigeria		NG		450		300		250		125		235

				Niue		NU		450		300		250		125		139

				Oman		OM		450		300		250		125		304

				Pakistan		PK		450		300		250		125		224

				Palau		PW		450		300		250		125		184

				Palestinian Territory, Occupied		PS		450		300		250		125		138

				Panama		PA		450		300		250		125		162

				Papua New Guinea		PG		450		300		250		125		250

				Paraguay		PY		450		300		250		125		135

				Peru		PE		450		300		250		125		152

				Philippines		PH		450		300		250		125		153

				Puerto Rico		PR		450		300		250		125		260

				Qatar		QA		450		300		250		125		267

				Russian Federation		RU		450		300		250		125		322

				Rwanda		RW		450		300		250		125		213

				Saint Kitts And Nevis		KN		450		300		250		125		166

				Saint Lucia		LC		450		300		250		125		176

				Saint Vincent And The Grenadines		VC		450		300		250		125		203

				Samoa		WS		450		300		250		125		143

				Sao Tome And Principe		ST		450		300		250		125		154

				Saudi Arabia		SA		450		300		250		125		241

				Senegal		SN		450		300		250		125		208

				Serbia		RS		450		300		250		125		248

				Seychelles		SC		450		300		250		125		207

		Third		Sierra Leone		SL		450		300		250		125		129

		Countries		Singapore		SG		450		300		250		125		274

				Solomon Islands		SB		450		300		250		125		119

				Somalia		SO		450		300		250		125		57

				South Africa		ZA		450		300		250		125		109

				Sri Lanka		LK		450		300		250		125		101

				Sudan		SD		450		300		250		125		190

				Suriname		SR		450		300		250		125		136

				Swaziland		SZ		450		300		250		125		132

				Switzerland		CH		450		300		250		125		249

				Syrian Arab Republic		SY		450		300		250		125		257

				Tajikistan		TJ		450		300		250		125		108

				Tanzania, United Republic Of		TZ		450		300		250		125		164

				Thailand		TH		450		300		250		125		152

				Timor-Leste		TL		450		300		250		125		105

				Togo		TG		450		300		250		125		195

				Tokelau		TK		450		300		250		125		66

				Tonga		TO		450		300		250		125		116

				Trinidad And Tobago		TT		450		300		250		125		248

				Tunisia		TN		450		300		250		125		147

				Turkmenistan		TM		450		300		250		125		130

				Tuvalu		TV		450		300		250		125		119

				Uganda		UG		450		300		250		125		189

				Ukraine		UA		450		300		250		125		337

				United Arab Emirates		AE		450		300		250		125		320

				United States		US		450		300		250		125		258

				Uruguay		UY		450		300		250		125		139

				Uzbekistan		UZ		450		300		250		125		156

				Vanuatu		VU		450		300		250		125		195

				Venezuela, Bolivarian Republic Of		VE		450		300		250		125		244

				Viet Nam		VN		450		300		250		125		124

		Third		Virgin Islands, U.S.		VI		450		300		250		125		203

		Countries		Yemen		YE		450		300		250		125		137

				Zambia		ZM		450		300		250		125		233

				Zimbabwe		ZW		450		300		250		125		117
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14. Actions

		

		Maximum grant per action according to the project duration

				1 to 12 months		13 to 24 months		25 to 36 months

		Comenius Multilateral Projects		150,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00

		Comenius Multilateral Networks		150,000.00		300,000.00		450,000.00

		Comenius Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Erasmus Multilateral Projects		150,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00

		Erasmus Networks		200,000.00		400,000.00		600,000.00

		Erasmus Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Leonardo da Vinci Multilateral Projects for Development of Innovation		200,000.00		400,000.00		400,000.00

		Leonardo da Vinci Thematic Networks		200,000.00		400,000.00		600,000.00

		Leonardo da Vinci Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Grundtvig Multilateral Projects		150,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00

		Grundtvig Multilateral Networks		150,000.00		300,000.00		450,000.00

		Grundtvig Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Key Activity 1 Studies and Comparative Research		250,000.00		500,000.00		750,000.00

		Key Activity 2 Multilateral Projects		200,000.00		400,000.00		400,000.00

		Key Activity 2 Multilateral Networks		150,000.00		300,000.00		450,000.00

		Key Activity 2 Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Key Activity 3 Multilateral Projects		250,000.00		500,000.00		500,000.00

		Key Activity 3 Multilateral Networks		150,000.00		300,000.00		450,000.00

		Key Activity 4 Multilateral Projects		150,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00



&C14. Maximum grant per action according to duration

&CPage &P of &N

&C14. Maximum grant per action according to duration

&CPage &P of &N

&CPage &P of &N

&C14. Maximum grant per action according to duration

&CPage &P of &N
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Lifelong Learning Programme Application Form
Before you begin completing this eform
	- Try the test eForm. This is a very brief eForm to help you become familiar with how the fields and tables work and to test that your software and internet connection allow an application to be submitted.
	- Check that you have the latest available version of the eForm. In the event of a significant eForm problem arising, the Agency may decide to publish an updated i.e. corrected version of the eForm. Please check to see if a later version is available and to see details of any problems that have arisen and their impact.
Click on the following link to go to the webpage to try the test eForm and to check for the latest version of the eForm
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/eforms/index_en.php
12:00 CET
..\Education_Training_graphics\bottom_line_upscaled.gif
It seems you have disabled JavaScript. The form will not work properly and you might loose data.
Please enable JavaScript from main menu > Edit > Preferences > JavaScript
YOU MUST COMPLETE ALL FIELDS ON THIS FIRST PAGE BEFORE COMPLETING ANY OTHER PARTS OF THE FORM.SELECTIONS YOU MAKE ON THIS FIRST PAGE, DICTATE THE APPEARANCE AND BEHAVIOUR OF THE REST OF THE FORM.
 Part A: Identification of the applicant and other organisations participating in the project. 
Parts A and B must be completed separately by each organisation participating in the project.
A.1 Organisation
Registered address
A.2 Person authorised to represent the organisation in legally binding agreements 
(Legal representative)
Address
A.3 Person responsible for the management of the application (contact person)
Address
Part B. Organisation and activities
B.1 Structure
B.2 Aims and activities of the organisation
B.3 Other community grants
Details of projects in which your organisation, or where relevant, your department has participated with the financial support of Community Programmes or Initiatives in the past 3 years. 
Programme or initiative
Reference number including year of award
Beneficiary Organisation
Title of the Project
Other requests for a grant submitted by your organisation or,where relevant, the department responsible for the management of the application, for the same project. For each request, please identify the Community Programme concerned and the grant requested.
Programme concerned*
Grant requested*
Details of other applications submitted under the Lifelong Learning Programme, in 2010, in which your organisation or group is involved
Sub-programme/action*
Acronym*
Applicant organisation*
List of partner organisations
Partner no
Role
Organisation Name
City
Country
Part C. Description of the project
C.1.1 Summary of the project
For successful applications, this section will be published, as presented below, in compendia etc. You should therefore ensure that it gives a concrete overview of the work your consortium plans to undertake including:
- the reason for your project / network / study 
- concise description of the outputs, results and / or products (including where relevant key pedagogical strategies, media used, language versions etc)
- the impact envisaged
C.1.2 Why does the consortium wish to undertake this project?
Explain the rationale of and background to the project / network by defining the needs or constraints that it seeks to address (current situation in the countries involved, previous or preparatory work in the domain, the results of any needs analysis undertaken, methodologies selected, target languages etc.). Outline the main (published) indicators that illustrate these needs. Include references to any declared national or international political priority in this area.
C.1.3 Aims and objectives
Define the concrete aims and objectives of the project / network and describe the ways in which the situation set out under the previous point will be changed and the specific needs will be addressed by the project / network.
C.1.4 Impact and Sustainability:
(a) Who will use these outputs / products / results and how will the consortium reach them?
Please describe the intended users who will benefit from the project during the lifetime of the project, and after the project has finished. Explain how these users will be reached.
(b) How will the impact of this project be sustained beyond its lifetime?
C.1.5 Action specific information
C.2 List of deliverables
Deliverable N° 
Title
Language version(s)*
Target Language(s)
Delivery Date*
Nature*
Dissemination level*
C.3 Lifelong Learning Programme Objectives and Priorities addressed
Please identify in the box below, which of the Objectives of the Lifelong Learning Programme this application addresses (maximum 2 choices)
Please identify in the box below, which of the Specific Objectives of the Action this application addresses (maximum 2 choices)
Please identify in the box below, which of the Operational Objectives of the Action this application addresses (maximum 2 choices)
Please identify in the box below, which of the Priorities this application addresses (Max. 500 characters)(maximum 2 choices)
Please identify in the box below, which of LLP Horizontal policies this application addresses (Max. 500 characters)(maximum 2 choices)
Please identify in the box below, how this application demonstrates Complementarity with other policies (maximum 2 choices)
C.4 Dates and languages
C.4.1 Please indicate the total duration of the project
C.4.2 Language for Grant Agreement and communication with the Agency*
C.5 Summary budget
Expenditure
Direct Costs
Staff*
Travel and subsistence*
Equipment*
Cannot exceed 10% of direct costs
Subcontracting*
Cannot exceed 30% of direct costs
Other*
Sub-Total Direct Costs
Indirect costs*
Cannot exceed 7% of Total direct Costs
Total Cost
Revenue
Community Grant Requested*
% of total cost
Cannot exceed 75% of Total Cost
Own funding of the members of the consortium*
Other sources of financing*
Total Co-financing
Total revenue
Must equal total cost above
C.5.2 Third country Budget
Expenditure
Total project budget (with third country participation)
Direct Costs
Staff*
Travel and subsistence*
Equipment
Not eligible
Subcontracting
Not Eligible
Other*
Direct Costs
Sub-total: Indirect costs*
Cannot exceed 7% of Total direct Costs
Total Cost
Revenue
Community Grant Requested*
Cannot exceed 25,000 €
% of total cost
Cannot exceed 75% of Total Cost
Own funding of the members of the consortium*
Other sources of financing*
Total Co-financing
Total revenue
Must equal total cost above
C.6 Profile of the consortium
Countries involved in the proposal 
All partners from eligible countries
Other participants involved in the proposal
MS *
ACC *
AC *
OCT *
TOTAL
N° of participants
N° of countries
Organisation Types
Associations*
Counselling*
Education*
Enterprise*
Not for profit*
Public bodies*
Research*
Other types*
TOTAL
C.7 Summary of work packages
Work package N°
Type of work package
Title of work package
Start 
End
Total staff days
C.8 Associated projects
If your proposal is based on the results of one or more previous projects / networks, please provide precise references to this / these project(s) / network(s) in the table below.
C.9 Linkages with other Actions in the LLP
The content of this application is linked to the following areas of the LLP. Tick all boxes relevant to this proposal: multiple choice possible.
Transversal policies
Sub-programme areas
Part D. Technical Capacity
This section is to be completed by each organisation involved in the consortium / network including applicant and coordinating organisations
D.1 Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network 
D.2. Identify, where relevant, specific tasks that will be sub-contracted from this organisation to bodies outside the formal consortium.
Part E. Project implementation / Award criteria
This section provides applicants with an opportunity to provide experts with statements in support of their application, as described in the other sections of this form, according to the award criteria against which they will be judged. More details on these criteria can be found in the Call for Proposals and in the "Instructions for Applicants" on the Agency website.
Part F. Workplan in workpackages
F.1 Identification
F.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results
Language Version(s)*
"Language version" the language(s) of publication / the language(s) in which materials can be read
Target language(s)
'Target language' relates only to projects developing products for 'language' learners and concerns the language(s) being learned
F.3 Consortium partners involved
F.4 Resources required to complete workpackage
Indicative input of consortium staff: The totals provided for staff days should correspond globally with the staff table in the detailed budget.
Number of staff days
Partners involved
Country
Short name
Cat. 1
Cat. 2
Cat. 3
Cat. 4
Total 
Total
Tasks that will be subcontracted
Partner responsible for Sub-contract*
Country
Short name
N° days (where appropriate)*
Brief description of task*
 Explanation of workpackage expenditures
Attachments
Declaration of Honour (Applicant Organisation only, JPG, JPEG, PDF)*:
Completed budget tables (EXCEL)*:
Legal Entity Form (Applicant Organisation only, JPG, JPEG, PDF)*:
Description of third country participation (WORD)*:
Errors list
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EACEA - LLP form 2010
Programme
Programme * : 
Sub-programme
Sub-programme * : 
Call for proposals
Studies and Comparative Research
llp-eacea-KA1-ObsAn
Action
Action * : 
N/A
NA
Sub-Action
Sub-Action * : 
Deadline for submission
(Maximum: 300 characters) 
Project title
Project title * : 
(Maximum: 7 characters) 
Project acronym
Project acronym * : 
Language used to complete the form
Language used to complete the form * : 
Phase/Round
Country-Source hidden
Region Source - hidden
Action
Sub-Action
Code*
Code*
Code Source
Viewer Type
Viewer Version
Viewer Variation
Platform
Language
Form Title
Form Version
Lang
benes@csvs.czIBAR1269853633
prevFormId
prevProjNumber
formId
formId * : 
Partner number
Role in the application
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation
Full name of the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)
Acronym
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
Erasmus University Charter number (if applicable)
(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department, if applicable
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
CZ01 - Praha
CZ02 - Stredni Cechy
CZ03 - Jihozapad
CZ04 - Severozapad
CZ05 - Severovychod
CZ06 - Jihovychod
CZ07 - Stredni Morava
CZ08 - Moravskoslezsko
CZZZ - Extra-Regio
CZ01
CZ02
CZ03
CZ04
CZ05
CZ06
CZ07
CZ08
CZZZ
Region
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Internet address
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
First name * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail
E-mail * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Role in the organisation * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
CZ01 - Praha
CZ02 - Stredni Cechy
CZ03 - Jihozapad
CZ04 - Severozapad
CZ05 - Severovychod
CZ06 - Jihovychod
CZ07 - Stredni Morava
CZ08 - Moravskoslezsko
CZZZ - Extra-Regio
CZ01
CZ02
CZ03
CZ04
CZ05
CZ06
CZ07
CZ08
CZZZ
Region
Region * : 
Check this box if the responsible for the management is different from the legal representative
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
First name * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Role in the organisation * : 
E-mail address
E-mail address * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
CZ01 - Praha
CZ02 - Stredni Cechy
CZ03 - Jihozapad
CZ04 - Severozapad
CZ05 - Severovychod
CZ06 - Jihovychod
CZ07 - Stredni Morava
CZ08 - Moravskoslezsko
CZZZ - Extra-Regio
CZ01
CZ02
CZ03
CZ04
CZ05
CZ06
CZ07
CZ08
CZZZ
Region
Region * : 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
Fax
Status
Status * : 
Type of organisation
Type of organisation * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

Check this box if the Coordinating Organisation is different from the Applicant Organisation
Partner number
Role in the application
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation
Full name of the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)
Acronym
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
Erasmus University Charter number (if applicable)
(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department, if applicable
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
UKC1 - Tees Valley and Durham
UKC2 - Northumberland and Tyne and Wear
UKD1 - Cumbria
UKD2 - Cheshire
UKD3 - Greater Manchester
UKD4 - Lancashire
UKD5 - Merseyside
UKE1 - East Yorkshire and Northern Lincolnshire
UKE2 - North Yorkshire
UKE3 - South Yorkshire
UKE4 - West Yorkshire
UKF1 - Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire
UKF2 - Leicestershire, Rutland and Northamptonshire
UKF3 - Lincolnshire
UKG1 - Herefordshire, Worcestershire and Warwickshire
UKG2 - Shropshire and Staffordshire
UKG3 - West Midlands
UKH1 - East Anglia
UKH2 - Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire
UKH3 - Essex
UKI1 - Inner London
UKI2 - Outer London
UKJ1 - Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire
UKJ2 - Surrey, East and West Sussex
UKJ3 - Hampshire and Isle of Wight
UKJ4 - Kent
UKK1 - Gloucestershire, Wiltshire and Bristol/Bath area
UKK2 - Dorset and Somerset
UKK3 - Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
UKK4 - Devon
UKL1 - West Wales and The Valleys
UKL2 - East Wales
UKM2 - Eastern Scotland
UKM3 - South Western Scotland
UKM5 - North Eastern Scotland
UKM6 - Highlands and Islands
UKN0 - Northern Ireland
UKZZ - Extra-Regio
UKC1
UKC2
UKD1
UKD2
UKD3
UKD4
UKD5
UKE1
UKE2
UKE3
UKE4
UKF1
UKF2
UKF3
UKG1
UKG2
UKG3
UKH1
UKH2
UKH3
UKI1
UKI2
UKJ1
UKJ2
UKJ3
UKJ4
UKK1
UKK2
UKK3
UKK4
UKL1
UKL2
UKM2
UKM3
UKM5
UKM6
UKN0
UKZZ
Region
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Internet address
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
UKC1 - Tees Valley and Durham
UKC2 - Northumberland and Tyne and Wear
UKD1 - Cumbria
UKD2 - Cheshire
UKD3 - Greater Manchester
UKD4 - Lancashire
UKD5 - Merseyside
UKE1 - East Yorkshire and Northern Lincolnshire
UKE2 - North Yorkshire
UKE3 - South Yorkshire
UKE4 - West Yorkshire
UKF1 - Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire
UKF2 - Leicestershire, Rutland and Northamptonshire
UKF3 - Lincolnshire
UKG1 - Herefordshire, Worcestershire and Warwickshire
UKG2 - Shropshire and Staffordshire
UKG3 - West Midlands
UKH1 - East Anglia
UKH2 - Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire
UKH3 - Essex
UKI1 - Inner London
UKI2 - Outer London
UKJ1 - Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire
UKJ2 - Surrey, East and West Sussex
UKJ3 - Hampshire and Isle of Wight
UKJ4 - Kent
UKK1 - Gloucestershire, Wiltshire and Bristol/Bath area
UKK2 - Dorset and Somerset
UKK3 - Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
UKK4 - Devon
UKL1 - West Wales and The Valleys
UKL2 - East Wales
UKM2 - Eastern Scotland
UKM3 - South Western Scotland
UKM5 - North Eastern Scotland
UKM6 - Highlands and Islands
UKN0 - Northern Ireland
UKZZ - Extra-Regio
UKC1
UKC2
UKD1
UKD2
UKD3
UKD4
UKD5
UKE1
UKE2
UKE3
UKE4
UKF1
UKF2
UKF3
UKG1
UKG2
UKG3
UKH1
UKH2
UKH3
UKI1
UKI2
UKJ1
UKJ2
UKJ3
UKJ4
UKK1
UKK2
UKK3
UKK4
UKL1
UKL2
UKM2
UKM3
UKM5
UKM6
UKN0
UKZZ
Region
Region * : 
Check this box if the responsible for the management is different from the legal representative
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
First name * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Role in the organisation * : 
E-mail address
E-mail address * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
UKC1 - Tees Valley and Durham
UKC2 - Northumberland and Tyne and Wear
UKD1 - Cumbria
UKD2 - Cheshire
UKD3 - Greater Manchester
UKD4 - Lancashire
UKD5 - Merseyside
UKE1 - East Yorkshire and Northern Lincolnshire
UKE2 - North Yorkshire
UKE3 - South Yorkshire
UKE4 - West Yorkshire
UKF1 - Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire
UKF2 - Leicestershire, Rutland and Northamptonshire
UKF3 - Lincolnshire
UKG1 - Herefordshire, Worcestershire and Warwickshire
UKG2 - Shropshire and Staffordshire
UKG3 - West Midlands
UKH1 - East Anglia
UKH2 - Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire
UKH3 - Essex
UKI1 - Inner London
UKI2 - Outer London
UKJ1 - Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire
UKJ2 - Surrey, East and West Sussex
UKJ3 - Hampshire and Isle of Wight
UKJ4 - Kent
UKK1 - Gloucestershire, Wiltshire and Bristol/Bath area
UKK2 - Dorset and Somerset
UKK3 - Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
UKK4 - Devon
UKL1 - West Wales and The Valleys
UKL2 - East Wales
UKM2 - Eastern Scotland
UKM3 - South Western Scotland
UKM5 - North Eastern Scotland
UKM6 - Highlands and Islands
UKN0 - Northern Ireland
UKZZ - Extra-Regio
UKC1
UKC2
UKD1
UKD2
UKD3
UKD4
UKD5
UKE1
UKE2
UKE3
UKE4
UKF1
UKF2
UKF3
UKG1
UKG2
UKG3
UKH1
UKH2
UKH3
UKI1
UKI2
UKJ1
UKJ2
UKJ3
UKJ4
UKK1
UKK2
UKK3
UKK4
UKL1
UKL2
UKM2
UKM3
UKM5
UKM6
UKN0
UKZZ
Region
Region * : 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
Fax
Status
Status * : 
Type of organisation
Type of organisation * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

Check this box if the Coordinating Organisation is different from the Applicant Organisation
Partner number
Role in the application
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation
Full name of the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)
Acronym
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
Erasmus University Charter number (if applicable)
(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department, if applicable
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
LV00 - Latvija
LVZZ - Extra-Regio
LV00
LVZZ
Region
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Internet address
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
LV00 - Latvija
LVZZ - Extra-Regio
LV00
LVZZ
Region
Region * : 
Check this box if the responsible for the management is different from the legal representative
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
First name * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Role in the organisation * : 
E-mail address
E-mail address * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
LV00 - Latvija
LVZZ - Extra-Regio
LV00
LVZZ
Region
Region * : 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
Fax
Status
Status * : 
Type of organisation
Type of organisation * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

Check this box if the Coordinating Organisation is different from the Applicant Organisation
Partner number
Role in the application
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation
Full name of the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)
Acronym
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
Erasmus University Charter number (if applicable)
(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department, if applicable
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
PT11 - Norte
PT15 - Algarve
PT16 - Centro (P)
PT17 - Lisboa
PT18 - Alentejo
PT20 - Região Autónoma dos Açores
PT30 - Região Autónoma da Madeira
PTZZ - Extra-Regio
PT11
PT15
PT16
PT17
PT18
PT20
PT30
PTZZ
Region
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Internet address
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
PT11 - Norte
PT15 - Algarve
PT16 - Centro (P)
PT17 - Lisboa
PT18 - Alentejo
PT20 - Região Autónoma dos Açores
PT30 - Região Autónoma da Madeira
PTZZ - Extra-Regio
PT11
PT15
PT16
PT17
PT18
PT20
PT30
PTZZ
Region
Region * : 
Check this box if the responsible for the management is different from the legal representative
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
First name * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Role in the organisation * : 
E-mail address
E-mail address * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
PT11 - Norte
PT15 - Algarve
PT16 - Centro (P)
PT17 - Lisboa
PT18 - Alentejo
PT20 - Região Autónoma dos Açores
PT30 - Região Autónoma da Madeira
PTZZ - Extra-Regio
PT11
PT15
PT16
PT17
PT18
PT20
PT30
PTZZ
Region
Region * : 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
Fax
Status
Status * : 
Type of organisation
Type of organisation * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
Check this box if the Coordinating Organisation is different from the Applicant Organisation
Partner number
Role in the application
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation
Full name of the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)
Acronym
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
Erasmus University Charter number (if applicable)
(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department, if applicable
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
PL11 - Lodzkie
PL12 - Mazowieckie
PL21 - Malopolskie
PL22 - Slaskie
PL31 - Lubelskie
PL32 - Podkarpackie
PL33 - Swietokrzyskie
PL34 - Podlaskie
PL41 - Wielkopolskie
PL42 - Zachodniopomorskie
PL43 - Lubuskie
PL51 - Dolnoslaskie
PL52 - Opolskie
PL61 - Kujawsko-Pomorskie
PL62 - Warminsko-Mazurskie
PL63 - Pomorskie
PLZZ - Extra-Regio
PL11
PL12
PL21
PL22
PL31
PL32
PL33
PL34
PL41
PL42
PL43
PL51
PL52
PL61
PL62
PL63
PLZZ
Region
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Internet address
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
PL11 - Lodzkie
PL12 - Mazowieckie
PL21 - Malopolskie
PL22 - Slaskie
PL31 - Lubelskie
PL32 - Podkarpackie
PL33 - Swietokrzyskie
PL34 - Podlaskie
PL41 - Wielkopolskie
PL42 - Zachodniopomorskie
PL43 - Lubuskie
PL51 - Dolnoslaskie
PL52 - Opolskie
PL61 - Kujawsko-Pomorskie
PL62 - Warminsko-Mazurskie
PL63 - Pomorskie
PLZZ - Extra-Regio
PL11
PL12
PL21
PL22
PL31
PL32
PL33
PL34
PL41
PL42
PL43
PL51
PL52
PL61
PL62
PL63
PLZZ
Region
Region * : 
Check this box if the responsible for the management is different from the legal representative
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
First name * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Role in the organisation * : 
E-mail address
E-mail address * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
PL11 - Lodzkie
PL12 - Mazowieckie
PL21 - Malopolskie
PL22 - Slaskie
PL31 - Lubelskie
PL32 - Podkarpackie
PL33 - Swietokrzyskie
PL34 - Podlaskie
PL41 - Wielkopolskie
PL42 - Zachodniopomorskie
PL43 - Lubuskie
PL51 - Dolnoslaskie
PL52 - Opolskie
PL61 - Kujawsko-Pomorskie
PL62 - Warminsko-Mazurskie
PL63 - Pomorskie
PLZZ - Extra-Regio
PL11
PL12
PL21
PL22
PL31
PL32
PL33
PL34
PL41
PL42
PL43
PL51
PL52
PL61
PL62
PL63
PLZZ
Region
Region * : 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
Fax
Status
Status * : 
Type of organisation
Type of organisation * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

Check this box if the Coordinating Organisation is different from the Applicant Organisation
Partner number
Role in the application
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation
Full name of the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)
Acronym
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
Erasmus University Charter number (if applicable)
(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department, if applicable
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
SK01 - Bratislavsky kraj
SK02 - Zapadne Slovensko
SK03 - Stredne Slovensko
SK04 - Vychodne Slovensko
SKZZ - Extra-Regio
SK01
SK02
SK03
SK04
SKZZ
Region
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Internet address
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
SK01 - Bratislavsky kraj
SK02 - Zapadne Slovensko
SK03 - Stredne Slovensko
SK04 - Vychodne Slovensko
SKZZ - Extra-Regio
SK01
SK02
SK03
SK04
SKZZ
Region
Region * : 
Check this box if the responsible for the management is different from the legal representative
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
First name * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Role in the organisation * : 
E-mail address
E-mail address * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
SK01 - Bratislavsky kraj
SK02 - Zapadne Slovensko
SK03 - Stredne Slovensko
SK04 - Vychodne Slovensko
SKZZ - Extra-Regio
SK01
SK02
SK03
SK04
SKZZ
Region
Region * : 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
Fax
Status
Status * : 
Type of organisation
Type of organisation * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

Check this box if the Coordinating Organisation is different from the Applicant Organisation
Partner number
Role in the application
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation
Full name of the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)
Acronym
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
Erasmus University Charter number (if applicable)
(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department, if applicable
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
NL11 - Groningen
NL12 - Friesland (NL)
NL13 - Drenthe
NL21 - Overijssel
NL22 - Gelderland
NL23 - Flevoland
NL31 - Utrecht
NL32 - Noord-Holland
NL33 - Zuid-Holland
NL34 - Zeeland
NL41 - Noord-Brabant
NL42 - Limburg (NL)
NLZZ - Extra-Regio
NL11
NL12
NL13
NL21
NL22
NL23
NL31
NL32
NL33
NL34
NL41
NL42
NLZZ
Region
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Internet address
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
NL11 - Groningen
NL12 - Friesland (NL)
NL13 - Drenthe
NL21 - Overijssel
NL22 - Gelderland
NL23 - Flevoland
NL31 - Utrecht
NL32 - Noord-Holland
NL33 - Zuid-Holland
NL34 - Zeeland
NL41 - Noord-Brabant
NL42 - Limburg (NL)
NLZZ - Extra-Regio
NL11
NL12
NL13
NL21
NL22
NL23
NL31
NL32
NL33
NL34
NL41
NL42
NLZZ
Region
Region * : 
Check this box if the responsible for the management is different from the legal representative
(Maximum: 120 characters) 
Title
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name
First name * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation
Role in the organisation * : 
E-mail address
E-mail address * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town
Town * : 
Country
Country * : 
NL11 - Groningen
NL12 - Friesland (NL)
NL13 - Drenthe
NL21 - Overijssel
NL22 - Gelderland
NL23 - Flevoland
NL31 - Utrecht
NL32 - Noord-Holland
NL33 - Zuid-Holland
NL34 - Zeeland
NL41 - Noord-Brabant
NL42 - Limburg (NL)
NLZZ - Extra-Regio
NL11
NL12
NL13
NL21
NL22
NL23
NL31
NL32
NL33
NL34
NL41
NL42
NLZZ
Region
Region * : 
Telephone 1
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 2
Fax
Status
Status * : 
Type of organisation
Type of organisation * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc...) relating to the domain covered by the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters)
Please describe the role of the organisation in the project (Max. 1000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

(Maximum: 28 characters) 

(Maximum: 40 characters) 

(Maximum: 62 characters) 

(Maximum: 300 characters) 

Check this box if the Coordinating Organisation is different from the Applicant Organisation
Total Partners
P 1
APP
Centre for Higher Education Studies
Prague
CZ - Czech Republic
P 2
PA
University of Strathclyde 
Glasgow
GB - United Kingdom
P 3
PA
University of Latvia
Riga
LV  - Latvia
P 4
PA
Center for Research in Higher Education Policies
Matosinhos
PT - Portugal
P 5
PA
Warsaw School of Economics [Szkoła Główna Handlowa] 
02-554 Warsaw
PL - Poland
P 6
PA
Constantine the Philosopher University in Nitra
Nitra
SK - Slovakia
P 7
PA
Univ.  of Twente, Center for Higher Education Policy Studies
Enschede
NL - Netherlands
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
The abstract must be provided in English, French or German  (Max. 2000 characters)
The abstract must be provided in English, French or German  (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
(Max. 2000 characters)
(Max. 2000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
(Max. 2000 characters)
(Max. 2000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1500 characters) 
Short term target-groups. Describe the target group(s) that will be reached during the life of the project (Max. 1500  characters)
Short term target-groups. Describe the target group(s) that will be reached during the life of the project (Max. 1500  characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1500 characters) 
How will this group / these groups be reached and involved during the lifetime of the project? (Max. 1500  characters)
How will this group / these groups be reached and involved during the lifetime of the project? (Max. 1500  characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1500 characters) 
Long term target groups. Describe the target group(s) that will be reached after the project is finished (Max. 1500  characters)
Long term target groups. Describe the target group(s) that will be reached after the project is finished (Max. 1500  characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1500 characters) 
How will this group / these groups be reached? (Max. 1500  characters)
How will this group / these groups be reached? (Max. 1500  characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1500 characters) 
(Max. 1500  characters)
(Max. 1500  characters) * : 
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
Please provide action specific information as explained in the Instructions for completing the Application form and the Financial tables.  (Max. 2000 characters)
Please provide action specific information as explained in the Instructions for completing the Application form and the Financial tables.  (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
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O
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E
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National case studies - Quality and Access
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O
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Comparative study - Quality and Access 
EN,  
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17
Coordinating seminar
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E
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National case studies on Quality and Students  
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O
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EN,  
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20
Coordinating seminar
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E
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National case studies on Quality and Governance
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O
PU
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Coordinating seminar
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National case studies on Quality and Employers
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PU
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National case studies on Quality + Teaching Staff
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28
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EN,  
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PU
29
Coordinating seminar
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PU
30
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KA1-OpObj-b
Code
Code * : 
KA1-OpObj-a
Description
(Maximum: 500 characters) 
Describe briefly how your project addresses this Objective (Max. 500 characters)
Describe briefly how your project addresses this Objective (Max. 500 characters) * : 
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
Topic 4
Topic 5
Topic 6
KA1-StCR-6
KA1-StCR-7
KA1-StCR-8
KA1-StCR-9
KA1-StCR-10
KA1-StCR-11
Code
Code * : 
KA1-StCR-6
Description
(Maximum: 500 characters) 
Describe briefly how your project addresses this priority (Max. 500 characters)
Describe briefly how your project addresses this priority (Max. 500 characters) * : 
01
Start month
Start month * : 
2011
Start year
Start year * : 
12
End month
End month * : 
2013
End year
End year * : 
Duration
Start date
Action Start date
Action start BIS
End date
KA1 POLICY COOPERATION AND INNOVATION (Studies and Comparative Research) must start between 2010-11-01 and 2011-01-01
Balanced
Cannot exceed
This application includes a specific proposal and budget for third country partner(s)
Balanced
(Maximum: 800 characters) 
For Erasmus Networks only: if the number of countries in the Total column is less than 31, please provide a justification below
1
MNGT
Management of project 
1
36
822
2
DISS
Dissemination of project's results 
2
36
153
3
EXP
Exploitation of project's results
7
36
270
4
QPLN
Evaluation of project's work
3
36
37
5
DEV
Survey of Internal Quality Assurance Systems
3
7
419
6
DEV
Quality and Access
6
10
409
7
DEV
Quality and Students
10
14
419
8
DEV
Quality and Management/Governance
14
18
419
9
DEV
Quality and Employers Including Private Sector
17
21
419
10
DEV
Quality and Teaching Staff
21
25
419
11
DEV
Quality and information
25
29
419
12
DEV
Quality and Secondary Education
27
31
414
Language learning/teaching
Exploiting ICT in learning
Dissemination and exploitation of results
School education
Higher education
Adult education
Vocational training
Partner number
Centre for Higher Education Studies
Organisation name
(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
(Maximum: 750 characters) 
Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of publications related to the domain of the project(Max. 750 characters)
Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of publications related to the domain of the project(Max. 750 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
(Maximum: 750 characters) 
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(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
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Name
Name * : 
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Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of publications related to the domain of the project(Max. 750 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
 (Max. 1000 characters)
Partner number
University of Strathclyde 
Organisation name
(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
(Maximum: 750 characters) 
Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of publications related to the domain of the project(Max. 750 characters)
Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of publications related to the domain of the project(Max. 750 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
(Maximum: 750 characters) 
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(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
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(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
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(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
 (Max. 1000 characters)
Partner number
University of Latvia
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(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
(Maximum: 750 characters) 
Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of publications related to the domain of the project(Max. 750 characters)
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Name
Name * : 
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(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
(Maximum: 750 characters) 
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(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
 (Max. 1000 characters)
Partner number
Center for Research in Higher Education Policies
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(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
(Maximum: 750 characters) 
Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of publications related to the domain of the project(Max. 750 characters)
Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of publications related to the domain of the project(Max. 750 characters) * : 
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Name
Name * : 
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Name
Name * : 
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Name
Name * : 
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 (Max. 1000 characters)
Partner number
Warsaw School of Economics [Szkoła Główna Handlowa] 
Organisation name
(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
(Maximum: 750 characters) 
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Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of publications related to the domain of the project(Max. 750 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
(Maximum: 750 characters) 
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(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
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Constantine the Philosopher University in Nitra
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(Maximum: 50 characters) 
Name
Name * : 
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Name
Name * : 
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Name
Name * : 
(Maximum: 750 characters) 
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Name
Name * : 
(Maximum: 750 characters) 
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Name
Name * : 
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(Maximum: 1000 characters) 
 (Max. 1000 characters)
Partner number
Univ.  of Twente, Center for Higher Education Policy Studies
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(Maximum: 50 characters) 
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Name * : 
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Name
Name * : 
(Maximum: 750 characters) 
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Name
Name * : 
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 (Max. 1000 characters)
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
E.1 Relevance (Max. 2000 characters)
E.1 Relevance (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
E.2 Quality of the Work Programme (Max. 2000 characters)
E.2 Quality of the Work Programme (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
E.3 Innovative Character (Max. 2000 characters)
E.3 Innovative Character (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
E.4 Quality of the Consortium (Max. 2000 characters)
E.4 Quality of the Consortium (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
E.5 European Added Value (Max. 2000 characters)
E.5 European Added Value (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
E.6 The Cost-Benefit Ratio (Max. 2000 characters)
E.6 The Cost-Benefit Ratio (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
E.7 Impact (Max. 2000 characters)
E.7 Impact (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
E.8 Quality of the Valorisation Plan (Dissemination and Exploitation of Results) (Max. 2000 characters)
E.8 Quality of the Valorisation Plan (Dissemination and Exploitation of Results) (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
E.9 For networks only - Please demonstrate the extent to which the activities proposed are networking activities (Max. 2000 characters)
Workpackage Number
Workpackage Number * : 
Workpackage type
Workpackage type * : 
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Work package title
Work package title * : 
Start (month number)
Start (month number) * : 
End (month number)
End (month number) * : 
Duration (in months)
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
Description of workpackage (Max. 2000 characters)
Description of workpackage (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
Deliverable number
Deliverable number * : 
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Title
Title * : 
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Type of outcome / product / results
Type of outcome / product / results * : 
Delivery Date
Delivery Date * : 
Dissemination level
Dissemination level * : 
Nature
Nature * : 
Other Nature
BG
BG
(Maximum: 500 characters) 
Description (Max. 500 characters)
Description (Max. 500 characters) * : 
delUniNum
Deliverable number
Deliverable number * : 
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Title * : 
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Type of outcome / product / results * : 
Delivery Date
Delivery Date * : 
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Nature
Nature * : 
Other Nature
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Lead partner
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2
3
4
5
6
7
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3
4
5
6
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Partner number
Partner number * : 
Country
Short-name
(Maximum: 400 characters) 
Role and tasks in the workpackage (Max. 400 characters)
Role and tasks in the workpackage (Max. 400 characters) * : 
Lead partner
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this workpackage, specifically, where relevant under the headings "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (Max. 2000 characters)
Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this workpackage, specifically, where relevant under the headings "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
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Work package title
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Lead partner
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3
4
5
6
7
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3
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6
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Partner number
Partner number * : 
Country
Short-name
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Role and tasks in the workpackage (Max. 400 characters)
Role and tasks in the workpackage (Max. 400 characters) * : 
hidden
Lead partner
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2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Partner number
Partner number * : 
Country
Short-name
(Maximum: 400 characters) 
Role and tasks in the workpackage (Max. 400 characters)
Role and tasks in the workpackage (Max. 400 characters) * : 
Lead partner
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this workpackage, specifically, where relevant under the headings "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (Max. 2000 characters)
Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this workpackage, specifically, where relevant under the headings "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
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Workpackage Number * : 
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Work package title
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Delivery Date
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BG
BG
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Lead partner
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3
4
5
6
7
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Lead partner
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Lead partner
(Maximum: 2000 characters) 
Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this workpackage, specifically, where relevant under the headings "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (Max. 2000 characters)
Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this workpackage, specifically, where relevant under the headings "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (Max. 2000 characters) * : 
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	innovativeCharacter: Since 2005 (the adoption of ESG), the research into the ESG implementation has been almost exclusively focused on policies at national level. Due to the great complexity of the EHEA and the diversity of HEIs, the interpretation of the ESG content varies significantly across European countries and institutions. Hence, the aim of the project is to build up evidence-based, qualitative knowledge on barriers to the implementation of the ESG at institutional level (ESG Part 1). The identified barriers and the recognition of the related problems, which generate rather more diversity of quality assurance systems than intended, will contribute to the ESG proper understanding. The innovation can be seen in filling the gap in knowledge in the field of quality assurance at institutional level. The important target group, which will benefit especially from the identified  examples of good practice, will be the HEIs themselves. The recommendations, formulated in the final synthesis report, will address the ENQA and its partners, quality assurance agencies and decision makers at national as well as international levels. It is also worthwhile to mention the target group of students, academics and society in general who will benefit from the improved quality and its transparency available for all. It is obvious that the promotion of quality of HEIs is closely connected with secondary education sector. The ESG consider this sector only implicitly, and so the analysis of the ESG implementation impact on secondary schools is the fully innovative aspect in this field. The benefit of the new knowledge gained will be shared by management of both HEIs and secondary schools while the recommendations to the ESG modification will especially address ENQA and its partners as well as quality assurance agencies at national level. 
	consortiumQuality: The project consortium is composed from institutions of 7 European countries of different size, educational traditions and structures of the higher education system. Some of them are characterised by the long-term tradition of the quality assurance systems development (mainly NL and UK) while the others show the significantly shorter but quick development in this field within last two decades (CZ, PL, LV, SK). Another important difference among countries lies in the basic character of quality assurance. Almost in all Western countries the improvement-oriented mechanisms were developed “before Bologna” and switched to the accreditation sometimes around 2005, while the CEE countries started with accreditation systems already from 1990. This variety gives the good prerequisite of gaining the new knowledge from comparative analysis. The project consortium is composed of two types of institutions. They are research institutions CHES/CZ, CHEPS/NL, CIPES/PT, which  have been dealing with research of quality in higher education for the long time, published number of research results and received the broad recognition in this field. Further, they are universities (GB, PL, SK, LV) having the knowledge concerning the internal QA and the experience of their students and staff. This is complemented by the experience of the institutional governance with QA mechanisms existing at the national level. All partners agreed during the project preparation to be responsible for the WP dealing with the particular domain in which the partner in question is interested and can ensure the quality of research with qualified staff. The responsibilities are appropriately distributed among all partners by means of the work plan of WPs, and the opening seminars of each development WP will give the space for exploitation of the complementary competencies of all partner institutions. Effectiveness and efficiency of the work programme will be guaranteed by the regular evaluations.                
	europeanAddedValue: Quality assurance in higher education is one of the priorities of the Bologna process and an important prerequisite of the EHEA building. The adoption of the ESG in 2005 has been an important step to the achievements of goals related to this priority. The investigation of the ESG implementation at institutional level has been the underestimated part of research in the field of quality assurance and the European-level approach to the filling of the gap currently existing in the evidence-based knowledge on the ESG Part 1 implementation is necessary. The composition of the project consortium will enable to take into consideration the countries with different history and tradition in quality assurance as well as with various systems of higher education. Consequently, the research results will reflect this variety and the benefits emerging from collaboration across national boarders will be visible. Moreover, this collaboration will facilitate the transfer of knowledge and experience during the project lifetime among all HEIs of collaborating countries. The exploitation of the project results will be even more important in the secondary sector, which has suffered from the lack of attention paid to the influence of the ESG Part 1 implementation on collaboration at the sector levels in all countries involved in the project. The long-term experience in international collaboration of all institutions which compose the project consortium will ensure that the project results will be exploitable in more European countries than those involved directly in the project. The real European added value can be seen in potential ESG (Part 1 dealing with internal quality assurance) modification when using the recommendations formulated on the basis of research results. 
	costBenefitRatio: The impact of the ESG on internal quality assurance within HEIs is under-researched. The comparative research in the quality assurance area must take into account not only the different education traditions and systems in European countries but also multiple viewpoints in the higher education community. For this reason, the corresponding research into the ESG Part 1 implementation requires intense communication between the project partners, as well as the careful preparation and successive investigation of individual quality-related policy domains. Eight thematic seminars (each for one domain) will take place in all partners’ countries. Comparative research both at the national and international level will be conducted. Time-demanding as this approach is, the duration of the project is set for three years. Research orientation of the project can be seen from the structure of the budget proposal: estimated expenditures are concentrated on staff costs (circa 85 %), from which the major part (75 %) is requested for researchers (for other categories: managers 15 %, technical staff 3 %, administrative 6 %). The proportion of managerial work corresponds to the ambitious and complicated research tasks requiring the relevant project logistics. No resources are asked for equipment and for subcontracting, other costs are very low (4 %). The travel and subsistence costs (11.4 %) are foremost connected with the number of coordinating/thematic seminars. The research into ESG Part 1 implementation relates (during the long-term run) to the internal QA systems at all HEIs in “Bologna countries”. The issues (barriers) identified within research into the ESG Part 1 implementation will contribute to greater efficiency of the internal QA systems by reducing the expenditures on institutionalising inefficient QA measures. 
	valorisationPlanQuality: Dissemination of the project results has several phases. The comparative studies within the particular domain will be publicly available in accordance with the work plan, i.e. in the end of the particular development WP. All national seminars will contribute to the dissemination of results. The final comparative analyses elaborated in the book form within the WP3 will be available in the electronic form (project and HEIs’ website ). It will be offered to the Sense Publishers for a paper edition and for the broad distribution. The final report including the recommendations will be distributed in the electronic form. The book and the final report will be distributed and advertised at the closing seminar and the international conference (possibly conference organised by the EUA). All target groups are expected to exploit the project results relevant to their needs. HEIs will benefit directly from national comparative studies in the sense of changes/improvements in their institutional QA systems, indirectly from modified national policies regarding internal QA systems and possibly from the modified ESG Part 1. Secondary schools will benefit indirectly from the improved internal QA systems of HEIs. The decision-making national bodies and QA agencies will exploit mainly the overall comparative study but they (especially QA agencies) can exploit any of all comparative studies within the particular domain. The final synthesis report and its recommendations are aimed for exploitation of ENQA (and its partners) as well as the BFUG in its preparatory work for ministerial meetings of the Bologna process. The contacts of the consortium members with national QA agencies as well as contacts with national BFUG representatives (even participation of these representatives in the project team) will ensure that the project results dissemination and exploitation will continue beyond the project lifetime.  
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